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The important function of administrative litigation is to settle down 
administrative disputes. Unless such disputes are resolved timely and 
effectively, the values and goals of administrative litigation can not be 
realized. It has been found that rigid trial is not the only way of administrative 
dispute resolutions and "irregular withdrawal of action" is probably more 
easily led to the expansion of the potential social problems. In the current 
democratic and social legal system, as a flexible approach which is the 
embodiment of the voluntary principle, reconciliatory is a good way to settle 
down administrative disputes and to achieve social harmony. However, the 
construction of a scientific and human reconciliatory system to settle disputes 
in accordance with laws and regulations, which shall fit the legal and political 
structure and promote the long-term development of administrative law, is a 
plagued problem both in academic and practical fields and shall be resolved. 
Psychology in the penetration and development of other academic 
subjects provides a direction in building a social system, the development of 
which reflects the humane care and scientific in the social development. As a 
practical discipline, law and legal practice have always been closely linked 
with people's mental activities. The use of psychological principles to study 
some phenomenon and to solve some system dilemma is feasible and is of 
practical value. Therefore, by changing the traditional analysis approach of 
law study, the paper is aimed to demonstrate and analyze the construction and 
the design of reconciliation system of administrative litigation in application 
of psychological principles from the perspective of psychological. 
There are three parts of the paper except the introduction and the 
conclusion. The first part of the paper mainly analyzes the value of the 















lawsuits. In this article, we first discuss and summarize the research status of 
the reconciliation of administrative litigation from academics and practice 
areas. Then the article points out the unique research value of the 
psychological perspective in establishing a scientific reconciliation system. 
The second part of the article discusses the feasibility of the establishment of 
reconciliation of administrative litigation system in combination with psychological 
theories. By starting with motivation theory and social cognitive theory, this part 
analyses the parties' litigation motivation and special mentality and demonstrates the 
feasibility of establishing the administrative litigation reconciliation system 
corresponding with parties' mentality. 
The third part of the paper probes into the design of the reconciliation 
system of administrative litigation under the guidance of psychology 
principles. The paper researches the attitude and attitude change theory and 
makes an assay of psychological factors to be considered in building the 
system of administrative litigation reconciliation. Under the guidance of the 
attitude change theory, the paper tries to define the position and powers of 
judges in the reconciliation and the application of the reconciliation system of 
administrative litigation in combination with psychology principles such as 
needs theory and the social cognition theory. Finally the article brings up 
several basic frameworks of the reconciliation system of administrative 
litigation. 
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